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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

The article discusses a number of Aurel Bauh prints and negatives from the
collections of the Ethnological Archive of the Romanian Peasant Museum.
The present study uncovers visual documentation relevant to the history of
sociological research in Romania, while also proposing a new periodisation for
some of the prints and negatives found in the Ethnological Archive collections.
This research is at the core of a visual literacy and digital curation project
developed by the Romanian Peasant Museum in 2018 entitled Reţelele Privirii.
The project was imagined as a starting point for a program of digitization and
publication that will make available to the wider public the entirety of the
Ethnological Archive collections in the following years. In this context, the pilot
project developed around Bauh’s work is representative not only for the type of
artefacts amassed by the museum, but also for the manner in which this cultural
heritage was handled throughout this institution’s history. Bauh’s work bridges
several research fields that are relevant for recent cultural history in Romania.
It also points to a number of instances and contexts that can shed light on the
local history of photography. Furthermore, Aurel Bauh’s life and work make
him an excellent case study for an artist tackling the ideological fluctuations that
characterized the European cultural landscape in the first half of the twentieth
century.

Aurel Bauh, photographer, photography, ethnographic campaigns,
movable heritage, Romanian Peasant
Museum, Ethnological Archive.

T

he title of the article suggests a
detective’s work, as one attempts to
discover origin stories for each of the
photographic negatives that are today part of
the image archive collections at the Romanian
Peasant Museum (Muzeul Țăranului Român,
MȚR). It also implies looking at Bauh, at the
images that he produced, not simply as visual
cues that fuel ethnographic queries, but as
means to understand the photographer’s
work in context. Aurel Bauh’s photographs
are analyzed here as cultural artefacts. The
format, the notes on the photographic film,
the publication and exhibition history and
the minute differences that are revealed by
such research show Aurel Bauh’s relevance for
the history of art photography in Romania.
Moreover, his work connects the museums’
collections, and therefore the making of this
institution, to recent cultural history.
The Ethnological Archive housed today
by the Romanian Peasant Museum contains

several collections that amass visual and
audio documentation spanning the entire
history of this institution, from its first iteration under director Alexandru TzigaraSamurcaş to the present day. The scope of
the project Reţelele Privirii1 was to build an
online platform that would comprise this
heritage and make it available to the wider
public so that it could engender active participation. In this respect, the platform does
not simply mirror the digital repository, but
proposes a structure that allows the viewer
to pursue independent associations for each
artefact. They are enabled both by a series
of key words and tags that facilitate quick
searches within the platform, and by connections that are curated projects in themselves, in Romanian conexiuni. For example,
a print from 1955 might be connected to an
audio file from 1995 or a glass plate from
the interwar period, because they refer to
the same subject matter or connect to the
27

1) Available at:
https://arhiva.
muzeultaranuluiroman.
ro/retelele-privirii;
accessed 25.08.2019.
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2) The metadata for
moving image or sound
artefacts were also
discussed and debated
by the project team
members as a means
to achieve a coherent
architecture for the
entire platform.

3) Object Photo. Modern
Photographs:
The Thomas Walter
Collection 1909-1949.
An Online Project of
the Museum of Modern
Art. [available at:
https://www.moma.
org/interactives/
objectphoto/
artists/24394.html;
accessed on
March 11, 2019].
See also Golopen]ia
(2015: 163-4) for an
enumeration of projects
around Bauh’s work
since 2009.

4) Published in 2011,
the catalogue Michael
Ilk dedicated to Bauh is
the starting point for this
chronology. Collector
Yves di Maria or authors
such as Sanda Golopen]ia or Petri[or Militaru
also take Ilk’s work as a
point of reference.

5) Here he became
friends with Sasha
Stone. See for example,
Yves di Maria’s
biography of Bauh.
[available at: http://
www.yvesdimaria.com/
pages/km-14nov-2013/
bauh.html; accessed on
March 11, 2019].

same creator. These connections are the result of a research and debate process around
each item of the Aurel Bauh collection, the
starting point of the online platform project.
The documentation presented in this article
informed the approach taken in exhibiting
his work online: the publication of a photography collection in its entirety with a set
of metadata that is common to similar artefacts uploaded to the platform.2 The Aurel
Bauh collection donated by the critic and art
historian Radu Bogdan in 1995 is the first to
be published in its entirety interconnected
with artefacts from nineteen other collections from the Ethnological Archive. The
donation of the eighty-nine 6x6 celluloid
black and white negatives was accompanied by a general periodization (1939-1946)
and by a description that identified them as
“images picturing the Romanian village.”
Each negative was catalogued with a short
description (man walking on a dusty road,
cattle fair, etc.) accompanied by the periodization specified by the donor. However,
these negatives are not the only Bauh(s) in
the archive. During communism, the institution, known at the time as the Folk Art
Museum (Muzeul de Artă Populară), also
acquired some prints by Bauh, and so did
the one that preceded it, the museum under
Tzigara-Samurcaş’ directorship (19061947). The Radu Bogdan collection of negatives (BA collection henceforth) was therefore ideally placed to illustrate not only the
richness of the material gathered throughout the museums’ very long history but also
the aesthetic, temporal and ideological discontinuities that characterize this heritage.
Present-day bibliographic sources referring to the life and work of Aurel Bauh are
mainly focusing on the Berlin (1921-1923)
and Paris (1923-1936, 1961-1964) periods of
his life, and less on the time spent in Romania by the photographer. Although in recent
years Aurel Bauh enjoyed a growing visibility (see for example, the current project
and website published by MOMA3), most
of the works created in Romania are today
quite difficult to identify and date. A no28

table exception in this respect is the minute
documentary work carried out by collector
Michael Ilk (2011). Sanda Golopenţia’s work
with a focus on Aurel Bauh’s involvement
in the ethnographic research led by her father during the peak years of sociological
inquiry in Romania, and Raluca Muşat’s
(2012) study of photographers Berman and
Aurel Bauh in connection to the Bucharest
sociological school during the interwar
years, show the importance of an interdisciplinary approach. In local context however,
no research has been done on a collection
of photographic film created by Bauh, nor
has any analysis been carried out on the history of publication of the negatives from the
MȚR archive, even though many have been
included through the years in the museums’
publications. The context outlined above
makes then the BA negative collection, and
the project Reţelele Privirii, entirely unique.
The lack of research that puts Bauh’s work
in a coherent narrative including both his
aesthetic pursuits and his commissioned
projects from 1936 to 1961 can be explained
mainly by the penury of local archival collections that could fuel such a research. The
ideological fluctuations characteristic of the
1936-1961 period (in 1961 Aurel Bauch returned to Paris) and the post-1989 context
and its consequences (the loss, disarray and
even destruction of institutional archives
and collections characteristic of all transition societies) make the retrieval of Aurel
Bauh’s works from the debris of recent history a difficult task. At a careful analysis, the
eighty-nine celluloid negatives extend beyond the initial periodization and thematic
indicated by the donor. They show in fact a
different chronology and point to subjects
that are not limited to ethnographic commissions. The collection comprises negatives documenting the ethnographic campaigns carried out in Văleni, Prut (1938),
Dâmbovnic (1939), Gurghiu-Mureș (194547), but the BA collection also captures city
fairs, vistas from interwar Bucharest and
from Balchik, or the miners from Valea
Jiului.
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........
A short biography4
Aurel Bauch was born in Craiova on
February 6, 1900. In 1917 he had an
accident that left him with a mobility
impairment for the rest of his life. Between
1921 and 1923, he attended Alexander
Archipenko’s school in Berlin,5 one of the
reasons why photography collectors place
Bauh’s early work under the influence of
the Bauhaus School. From 1923 to 1926
he attended F. Léger and A. Ozenfant’s
Académie Moderne in Paris.6 In 1925 he
worked on the preparation of L’exposition
d’art roumain, ancien et moderne / Musée
du Jeu de Paume (Paris), organized by
Al. Tzigara-Samurcaș, the director of the
National Art Museum (Muzeul de Artă
Națională), a fact which connects him
to the history of the Romanian Peasant
Museum. In the following years he would
show his work at exhibitions organized by
the Académie Moderne (1926 and 1927)
and at the Salon des Indépendants (1927).
In 1929 he starts exploring photography
and experimenting with new techniques
such as superposition, solarisation or the
photogram. In 1934 he publishes his first
photographs in magazines such as Viaţa
Studenţească, Fantasio, Secrets des Paris,
Arts & Métiers Graphiques, Revue Moderne.
In 1936 he participates in the international
exhibition of contemporary photography
in Paris (Exposition Internationale de la
Photographie Contemporaine, Musée des
Arts Decoratifs / Pavilion de Marsan)
where he is noted for the first time for his
work. He also published photographs in
a series of catalogues such as A. Bonard
and R. Duval’s Poèmes. 28 études de nus
(Paris 1936), Francis Jay’s My Best Nude
Study (London, 1937), and in the journal
Photography Yearbook (1936-1937).
In 1937 Bauh opened Studio 43 in Bucharest.7 In April 1938, his first personal
exhibition took Bucharest by storm, proving a great success. The studio productions
of this period were often showcased in the

window of the ARO building, a modernist
architectural landmark in Bucharest. Starting with 1939 he took part in photography
exhibitions organized by the National Office
for Tourism (O.N.T.) and published in the
institution’s magazine România. The O.N.T.
was founded in 1936, coincidently the year
when Bauh returned to Bucharest.8 In 1939
he published in the O.N.T. magazine two
photographs: Winter Fantasy [Fantezie de
iarnă]9 and Wheat Field [Spicul holdelor],10
the latter being the winner of the fifth O.N.T.
contest exhibition organized that same year.
His success with the 1938 solo exhibition
functioned probably as a recommendation
for him to work for the ethnographic campaigns of the Gusti School. By all accounts,
he starts this collaboration during the
60 villages campaign carried out by student
teams under the direction of sociologists
A. Golopenţia and M. Pop (1938). This
particular study was the subject of a fivevolume work published between 1941 and
1943.11 Văleni Cahul, today in the Republic of Moldova, is one of the villages studied in this survey (Volume IV). However,
the study was also published in the journal
Sociologie Românească in 1938, in the October-December issue. The text signed by Al.
Ştirbu (1938) is accompanied by Bauh’s photographs, with one of them featured on the
cover. Between 1938 and 1947 Bauh documented the Dâmbovnic and Făgăraş campaigns (1939) and the one in the GurghiuMureş (1945, 1947). But these projects are
not limited to the field of sociology and can
be traced in publications that do not necessarily cater to this subject.
The artist’s work cannot be exclusively
linked to enquiries that focus on the history
of art photography or to those that document sociological research. The two directions inform each other, they are connected.
Clearly these campaigns represented an opportunity for Bauh, but the idiosyncrasies of
the age were always a predicament for the
Jewish artist. His life was affected by the
specific historical context of anti-Semitic
legislation in Romania, the deportation and
29

6) While in Paris (1926),
he changes his name
from Bauch to Bauh,
since after the First World
War the word bauch had
negative connotations,
a pejorative term
used for German
soldiers. The source
for this information
is the biography that
accompanied an auction
of Bauh prints organized
by collector Yves
di Maria in 2013.

7) Between 1937 and
1949 Bauh had studios at
the following addresses:
Victoriei 43 (hence the
name of his first studio
in Romania), Popa Rusu
7, Luigi Cazzavilan 25.
Another information for
a studio where Bauh
might have worked after
1947 comes from an
interview by Z. Rostas
with Gh. Retegan, where
the latter mentions Bauh
in connection with the
Julietta studio on Calea
Victoriei. See Rostás
(2006: 388).

8) Researchers and
collectors use both 1936
and 1937 as the moment
when Bauh returned to
Romania.

9) România
(1939, no. 1: 11).

10) România
(1939, no. 1: 21).

11) See Golopen]ia and
Georgescu (1941-1943,
vol. IV).
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12) Available at:
https://foto.agerpres.
ro/?is_search=1&sear
chtxt=aurel+Bauh&sea
rchbtn=&tipCautare=0
&id_foto=&perioada_
foto=0&date_start_end_
from=&date_start_end_
to=&locatie=&author_
image=; accessed on
March 11, 2019.

13) Bauh will publish
numerous photographs
in this journal through
the years. Among them,
a visual essay from
1946 entitled Munca
româneasc\ [Romanian
Work] (România 1946,
no. 1), showing a strong
connection to the
Bauhaus aesthetic.

14) See the catalogue
Patria noastr\
(1955-1956).

mass killing of Jews in Moldova, Bessarabia,
Bukovina, and Transnistria. For example, in
1942 Bauh was suggested as a team member
for an ethnographic campaign to be carried
out east of the Bug River (Golopenția 2006,
I: 44; II: 682). The suggestion was not pursued. His ethnicity was clearly an impediment, even a threat, if we are to look at how
A. Golopenţia’s proposal for Bauh to join the
campaign was discussed by his superiors:
“Aurel Bauh cannot be sent over the Bug.
Or, in any case, not by the Institute. It may
be that in a short while, you might find him
there” (Golopenția 2015: 172).
Anton Golopenţia met Bauh personally
in 1939 during the Făgăraş campaign, and
was impressed by his artistry: “I met him in
1939, when he accompanied us [to Făgăraş]
to work on a monographic study for the Romanian Social Institute. We stayed in touch,
because his skill in illustrating the problems
investigated in the field and the art of his photographs were a must for me” (Golopenția
2015: 165). But Golopenţia was aware of
Bauh’s work before meeting him personally.
Photographs accompanying the study on
Văleni, mentioned earlier, were published
in the journal Sociologie Românească when
Golopenţia was the magazine’s editor. One
might posit that the Racial Laws in effect
since 1938 had also affected his participation in the 1940 O.N.T. contest exhibition,
where Bauh received only the second prize
for his work Peasant form Argeş [Moşnean
din Argeș]; the first prize was not awarded.
Besides taking part in the 1945 GurghiuMureş campaign, Bauh was also working
on a project on Valea Jiului all the while
publishing his photographs in the O.N.T.
magazine. In autumn 1946 Bauh opened
his second solo exhibition. Today the photographs documenting this event from the
Ager Press Archive show not only its high
profile, as Prime Minister Petru Groza attended the exhibition, but also Bauh’s choice
in showing his work (the frames at an angle
direct forcefully the gaze of the viewer) and
the focus of the show itself (the urban and
industrial landscape).12 Works from the BA
30

collection that can be clearly attributed to
his journey to Valea Jiului were exhibited,
which suggests that the project might have
been an official commission. In 1947 Bauh’s
photographs from Valea Jiului accompanied Geo Bogza’s essay Oameni şi cărbuni
[People and Coal], which shows the hardships of the miner life, a raw realism picturing bodies contorted by work. The working
body revealed in these images will not grace
the pages of another publication after 1948.
Showing socialist society now required its
reinvention. Bauh’s miner, his naked body
covered in coal dust toiling in the bowels
of the earth, was soon replaced by images
of joyous workers and peasants building a
communist future.
Work or the body at work was a subject that Bauh pursued throughout the
1946-1948 period. In 1946 his collage
from the O.N.T.’s magazine entitled Munca
românească [Romanian Work] also focused
on the working body. It accompanied this
time a text by poet Tudor Arghezi.13 Between
1937 and 1945 Bauh also made a series of
portraits that showed his circle of friends
and his political affinities and aesthetic preferences: Saşa Pană (1937), Radu Bogdan,
the eventual donor of the collection (1940),
playwright Mihail Sebastian (1944), Andrei
Vishinski—the Red Commissar (1945).
In 1948 an editorial version of one of
his photographs was used on the cover for
Zaharia Stancu’s novel Desculţ [Barefoot].
This is also the year when he documented
the Peleş estate for the specialists’ commission organized after the abdication of the
king. It is quite difficult to map his activity
between 1949 and 1955, although thanks to
researcher Sanda Golopenţia we know that
he was under Securitate surveillance in connection with Golopenţia’s incarceration file
(Golopenția 2009: 155-156). In 1955 we find
him exhibiting again, this time as a member
of the jury for the exhibition Patria noastră
[Our Homeland].14 In 1956 he was listed as
a founding member of the Artist Photographers’ Union and in 1957 he was a member
of the jury of the First International Salon
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Although for some of them a date has been
sometimes narrowed down to weeks or even
days, for the most part of the collection a
time frame was inferred from corroborating
records such as journal articles, oral history,
the photographer’s biography—his travels
and interests—exhibition brochures and
review articles, or from involving people
with expertise in subjects such as the
history of urban planning in Bucharest
or vintage photography techniques.16
Pinpointing the negative date required then
putting together sources from different
disciplines such as art history, sociology,
ethnography, cultural history, history
of architecture and urban planning.
Compiling this information created a
context for these artefacts, which in turn
informed a timeline. In this sense it appears
that the BA collection might contain several
series. The series is understood here as “a
number of images strengthened by context
where an implied narrative is created”
(Emery Hulick 1992: 77). Consequently, we
might say there is a series corresponding
to each of these places, Văleni, Dâmbovic,
Gurghiu-Mureş and Valea Jiului, as well as

for Photographic Art organized in Romania15 after 1948. In 1957 he also published
his work widely known today, Bucureşti, a
photo album illustrating landmarks of the
city; a demure and sanitized aesthetic (expected in the circumstances) that has little
to do with the work of the interwar period
or that of the post-war years.

........
Exhibition and Print History
Since the eighty-nine celluloid black and
white photographic negatives were not
accompanied at the moment of the donation
by any information from the author or from
the donor other than a minimal description
for the entire collection, and since the
online platform required a structured
set of metadata that in the case of this
collection were far from being complete
or even sufficient in order to build relevant
connections between artefacts, the only
course of action was to research the print
and exhibition history of these negatives.

Fig. 1
Ba551

Ba552
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15) See the catalogue
Primul Salon de Art\
Fotografic\ al R.P.R.
(1957).

16) The team of this
pilot project consists of
Viviana Iacob, Mara
M\r\cinescu, Ioana
Popescu, Iris {erban
and the RIZI design
team (Alina Rizescu and
Bogdan {tef\nescu).
However, contributions,
advice and directions
were also given by
photographer {tefan
Dinu, architect Costin
Gheorghe and assistant
curator, M}R textiles
collections, Silviu Ilea.

Viviana Iacob

17) The entry code
serves here as a means
of identification both
in the physical and
online M}R archives.
[available at: https://
arhiva.muzeultaranului
roman.ro/arhiva/
gospodarie-intr-un-satde-campie; accessed on
August 6, 2019].

18) The negative was
used for the cover in a
different framing; with
a focus on the couple
standing next to
the house.

19) The publication
celebrating the fourth
exhibition of the Royal
Student Teams, organized
in June 1938, features
the Pietri[ camp and
the second school for
student teams (April-May
1938) with ample visual
documentation. The
uniforms worn in these
pictures are identical
to those featured in the
two Bauh photographs.
Funda]ia Cultural\ Regal\
Principele Carol, 19341938, Cu prilejul celei de
a IV a expozi]ii a echipelor
regale studen]e[ti, 6 iunie
1938. Furthermore, in
his interview with Zoltán
Rostás, sociologist Gh.
Retegan mentions that
the uniforms were used
only beginning in 1938,
although the student
campaigns were
organized since 1934.
See Rostás (2006: 238).

an urban and an industrial landscape series.
As Hulick argues, the photography series
is a rather fluid construct. “Removing any
image from a series to present it in another
context requires an understanding that if
it joins other photographs, it will become
part of another series. Series in the history
of photography appear to be determined
in part by subject rather than by period or
style” (Emery Hulick 1992: 78). That being
said, upon further research a Bauh series
from the BA collection could grow or
diminish in size. In any case the structure
of the online platform and the layout of the
connections are not fixed from the get-go.
In fact, its design can accommodate fluidity
of content in future years.
Negatives Ba 59017 (Gospodărie într-un
sat de câmpie / House in a village on the
plains18), Ba562 (O gospodărie distrusă de incendiu / A house ravaged by fire), and Ba539
(Femeie din Văleni / Woman from Văleni)
were published in connection to the Văleni
Prut campaign. In addition to them, Ba551
and Ba552 (Fig. 1), both entitled Echipieri
documentând viața satului [Student teams
documenting village life], could also belong to the 1938 campaign surveying the
60 villages.19 However, if we consider Sanda Golopenţia’s statement that most of the

60 villages team was also recruited for the
Dâmbovnic campaign where the student
teams (echipieri) and the monographers
(monografişti) worked together (Golopenția
2016: 249), and information on the Dâmbovnic region costume and dress (provided
by visual anthropologist Ioana Popescu and
textile collection assistant curator Silviu
Ilea), Ba 552 (Fig.1, right) could belong in
fact to the Dâmbovnic series.20
All photographs during the Dâmbovnic
campaign could have been taken in two
stages, according to the publication that disseminated the results: between June 12 and
September 6 and between September 15 and
October 13, 1939 (Pop and Golopenția
1942: 5). Sanda Golopenția (2016: 261-63)
mentions that Mihai Pop was doing fieldwork between July 12-September 7 and
September 23-October 15 and that he urged
A. Golopenţia (in a letter dated July 22) to
bring Bauh to Dâmbovnic before the harvest
would end. This information places the negative Ba582 (Târgul de vite din Pitești / The
cattle fair in Pitești), illustrating the study
on Dâmbovnic,21 anytime between July 22
and the end of November 1939.22 However,
the publication history does not secure a
title for a particular photograph, nor can it
be the sole reason behind attributing a date

Fig. 2
Ba548

20) It should be
mentioned here that
attributing location,
let alone period,
from ethnographic
description is
notoriously difficult.
Photographic
documentation
accompanied by rich
description is core
methodology for folk
dress documentation.
However, when field
photography is not
accompanied by such
description, caution
should be exercised
since a mere detail of
dress can place two
apparently similar
photographs in very
different locations.
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MAP 2601
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Fig. 3
Ba 554

and place for a negative in the collection, especially under ideologically volatile circumstances. Some examples will be discussed
below in support of this argument.
In 1940 Bauh participated in the sixth
O.N.T. contest exhibition. On this occasion,
he showed a number of ten prints : Înălbitul
Pânzei [Sun bleaching homespun cloth],
Fântâna cu Troiţe [Wood crosses next to
a fountain], Moşneni din Argeș [Peasants
from Argeş], Domniţă din Maramureş [Lady
from Maramureş], În Biharia [In Biharia],
Pod peste Argeş [Bridge over Argeş], Valea
Vişeului [Vişeu Valley], Pe Argeş În sus [Upstream on the Argeş], Procesiune la Mândra,
Făgăraş [Procession in Mândra, Făgăraş],
Drum de Țară [Country Road].23 Although
the small brochure only mentions the titles
of the exhibited photographs, they suggest
the time of execution during the Dâmbovnic campaign (Argeş), but also the presence
of the photographer in areas such as Făgăraş
or Maramureş.24 A photograph similar
to Ba548 (Femei înălbind pânza la soare /
Women sun bleaching homespun cloth) was
published in the 1942 Dâmbovnic study. It
shows a woman bleaching woven cloth in
the sun, bearing the title Înălbitul pânzelor
[Sun bleaching homespun cloths]. The neg-

MAP 2606 (print)

ative in the BA collection is a variation of the
latter indicating therefore the same context
and periodization (Fig. 2, left). The museum
archive did acquire eventually a print of
the negative used in the Dâmbovnic study,
which is currently in the M.A.P. collections.
They consist of material amassed by the Folk
Art Museum, an institution that functioned
from 1952 to 1978. Today the M.A.P. collections reflect not only the history of acquisitions practiced by the institution during
the communist years, but also the history of
the museum before that. MAP 2601 is a 6x9
cm print on black and white photographic
paper acquired by the museum in 1954
(Fig. 2, right).
The subject and the title of the photograph exhibited in 1940 suggest therefore
that Bauh showed a print similar to Ba548
or MAP 2601,25 pointing to the fact that this
title might have also been indicated by the
artist. The M.A.P collections function at
times as a historiographical supplement, a
means to complete and illuminate a lost record. Thus, the Bauh 1995 collection donated
by Radu Bogdan could be virtually extended
by adding prints that were acquired by the
museum during the post-Stalinist years. For
example, prints MAP 2606 (Fig. 3, right) and
33

21) The image has
a slightly different
frame, but we can
safely argue that it is
indeed Ba 582 from
the BA collection.

22) It is possible that
the team extended
their research until
the end of November.
See Golopen]ia
(2016: 248, 287).

23) See the catalogue
A [asea expozi]ie –
concurs de fotografii
pentru propaganda
turistic\ (1940: 3).

24) Based on
ethnographic
description, Ba 528
could be from the F\g\
ra[ area. The same
approach placed Ba
537 and Ba 564 in
Maramure[, indicating
a possible timeline
for these negatives
between 1938 and
1940.

25) The entry for this
print in the archive
inventory does not
mention Bauh as the
author.
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26) A small-size print
that mirrors the standard
dimensions of the
negative (6x6) used for
research purposes by
museum curators.

27) The list printed
in the small brochure
shows the title with a
plural version for the
noun peasant(s). The
entry is clearly a mistake
since the publication
of the contest results
lists the correct
caption. It should be
mentioned here that
unlike the publications
in România Literar\ or
those accompanying
the work dedicated to
the Dâmbovnic study,
Bauh’s name is spelled
here as Bauch, a
spelling which the artist
had given up since his
Paris days.

28) Pop and Golopen]ia
(1942: 3 – illustration).

29) Ba 520 is exemplary
in proving the need
to corroborate
multiple sources when
establishing a timeline
for a negative. For
example, collector
Michael Ilk dates a
print showing the
same portrait in 1938,
adding that it was
exhibited during Bauh’s
first solo exhibition
in April that year. The
sources mentioned
earlier, however, seem
to contradict this
statement and suggest
that Ba 520 was created
sometime between
end of July and late
November 1939.

Fig. 4

MAP 1012
front

MAP 1012 (Fig. 4) are also by Bauh. The latter is attributed to the artist in the collection
inventory, the former is not. Nonetheless,
MAP 2606 could be included in the Gurghiu
series. The market of the Reghin Fair is clearly visible in the background as is in Ba 554
(Târgul din Reghin / The Reghin fair), a negative from the BA collection (Fig. 3, left).
The MAP 1012 print belongs to the Dâmbovnic series. The image printed in 1942 in
the Dâmbovnic study (Pop and Golopenția
1942: 8) illustrates a holiday gathering and
bears the title Horă în Gliganul de Sus [Round
Dance in Gliganul de Sus]. Like the print
showing the homespun cloth bleaching in the
sun, MAP 1012 also shows a different angle
for the same event. Unlike MAP 2606 however, it is possible that this particular print was
acquired by the National Art Museum under
Tzigara-Samurcaş, so anytime between 1939
and 1947. The entry number in the register
and the print format (13x18) are indications
in this respect. MAP 2606 (Fig. 3, right) was
purchased during the communist period. In
the M.A.P. register, MAP 2606 is accompanied by the following note: “bought with invoice number 1071 on August 11, 1954.” The
same invoice is mentioned as a provenance
document for prints 2601 (Fig. 2, right) and
for 2602, 2604, 2607, 2611, 2612 (Fig. 5). This
particular discovery coupled with the format
of the print26 and the style of the photographs
point to the fact that these prints were made
34

back

after negatives documenting at least two ethnographic campaigns.
Bauh published and exhibited throughout
his career photographs taken during the ethnographic campaigns in various contexts. A
case of reference in this respect is negative
Ba 520 (Moșnean din Argeș / Peasant from
Argeş) (Fig. 6), the portrait of a peasant,
taken during the Dâmbovnic campaign. The
portrait has been published in various formats and contexts for fifteen years. Ba 520
was first published with Aurel Bauh’s signature on the cover of România Literară, a
magazine headed by Cezar Petrescu on May
12, 1940 (issue no. 55), with the title Cap de
ţăran [Peasant portrait]. Perhaps this publication was due to the prize awarded for
the photograph at the sixth O.N.T. competition organized in March 1940. Bauh was
awarded here the second prize worth 4,000
lei for the photograph Moşneni from Argeş
[Peasants from Argeş] (no. 12 in the exhibition). In the 1940 April issue of the O.N.T.
magazine, the results of the contest were
published, and this time the photograph was
accompanied by a caption reading Moşnean
from Argeş [Peasant from Argeş].27 A similar
image (the same man photographed from a
different angle) entitled Bătrân din Gliganul
de Sus [Old man from Gliganul de Sus]
and published in Sociologie Românească
in 194228 places Ba520 during the 1939
Dâmbovnic campaign.29 Fifteen years later,

Fig. 5
MAP 2602

MAP 2604
MAP 2607

MAP 2611

MAP 2612
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30) See the catalogue
Patria Noastr\
(1955-1956).

31) Bauh is now
listed as a member
of the Visual Artists
Union (UAP). The
Association of Artists
Photographers will
only be created in
1956. Bauh was a
founding member.

32) There is one
other negative whose
purpose seems to be
the recording of an
image that is no longer
in the possession of
the photographer, Ba
596 (Vi]el/Calf). Both
negatives are black
and white Agfa film.

33) Patria Noastr\
(1955-1956: 9).

34) Traian {elmaru
(1946: 2).

35) Sc`nteia, Monday,
March 18, 1946: 1.

36) Rostás (2006:
402-406). (1945: the
entire month of August:
Hodac – villages Gl\j\
ria, Gurghiu, Hodac,
Ib\ne[ti and Toaca,
but also Reghin; 1947:
after the month of
August (Gl\j\ria and
Gurghiu – Gurghiu –
Ib\ne[ti – Hodac).

in 1955, Bauh exhibits again Ba520 negative at the photography exhibition Patria
Noastră [Our Homeland].30 He exhibits as
a member of the jury31 the following works:
Brazdă din Brazdă [Furrow from furrow, a
wordplay suggesting a connection between
deep wrinkles and hard work], Un cocoş
între cocoşi [The rooster of all roosters],
Pornirăm la prăşit [On our way to hoeing],
Leliţa moaie cânepa [Peasant woman retting
hemp], Predarea cotei e sărbătoare [Meeting
the quota is a celebration], Mitruț visează
[Mitruț dreams], Se destramă ceaţa la Lupeni [Fog dispersing at Lupeni], Aşa incepe
dimineaţa în Maramureş [Morning start in
Maramureş], Pictorul Pallady [Pallady, the
painter], Pictorul G. Iuster [Iuster, the painter]. Except for the two portraits, these titles
are highly suggestive and they could all refer to negatives from the BA collection. The
rooster of all roosters (Fig. 7) might suggest
the title of a print documented by one of
the negatives, namely Ba 60232; On our way
to hoeing (Fig. 8) might be Ba 550; Peasant
woman retting hemp (Fig. 9), Ba 558.
From all the titles listed here, however,
only one is accompanied by an image: Furrow from furrow,33 which is in fact the image
exhibited at the O.N.T. event, Peasant from
Argeş and therefore a copy of Ba 520 from
the BA collection (Fig. 6).
This line of argument shows that attributing a title in the absence of one specifically
indicated by the artist is highly problematic.
In 1955, these titles were a means to publish and exhibit works that encapsulated an
undesirable intellectual history for the communist regime. Through them Bauh reinvents his work for the new political context.
It is therefore possible that both the title of
the sixth O.N.T. exhibition and the 1955 exhibition were indicated by the author, while
those used by publications such as Sociologie
Românească and România Literară might
have been editorial choices. The same can
be said of two other photographs published
in Scînteia ( the official paper of the communist party) on the occasion of Bauh’s 1946
solo exhibition: În pragul porţii ea aşteaptă
36

Fig. 6
Ba520

[She waits at the gate’s threshold],34 and the
portrait of a man with the caption Valea
Jiului.35 Negatives Ba 521 (Femeie ţinând un
copil în brațe / Woman holding a child in her
arms) and Ba 527 (Portret de miner / Portrait
of a miner) correspond to the two images
published in Scînteia (Fig.10).
Between 1945 and 1947 Bauh worked on
the project dedicated to Valea Jiului in collaboration with Geo Bogza (the exhibition
mentioned earlier and the book People and
Coal published in 1947 are part of the same
endeavour), and on the Gurghiu ethnographic campaign led by sociologist Anton
Golopenţia. The campaign was undertaken
in two stages, in 1945 and again in 1947.
In his extensive interview with sociologist
Gheorghe Retegan, one of the representatives
of the Gusti School, Zoltán Rostás inquires
not only about the Gurghiu-Mureş campaign
but also on Bauh’s work in this context. According to Retegan, Bauh accompanied the
Gurghiu campaign both in 1945 and in 1947.
The campaigns mapped the Gurghiu valley with a focus on Reghin and Hodac.36 In
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her numerous publications describing her
father’s work, Sanda Golopenţia places the
first ethnographic campaign in the Gurghiu region during the entire month of August 1945, from the 9 to the 31 (Golopenția
2015: 172), and Bauh’s trip to document the
research between August 10 and 15.37 The
letter fragment, reproduced in Golopenția
(2012, Vol. III), also shows the subject matter Bauh was interested in while accompanying the documentation team. Golopenţia
enumerates a Sunday feast in Hodac, the fair
in Reghin, a funeral, and a number of images illustrating forest work. From the negatives in the BA collection two items referring to these particular subjects can be safely
placed during the Gurghiu campaign: Ba
554 taken during the Reghin fair (the town’s
buildings are clearly distinguishable in the
background, today an area delimited by the
Central Park and Sării Street) (see above,
Fig. 3, left) and Ba 579, taken in the centre of
Hodac village (the house in the background
still exists today) (see below, Fig. 11). But
there are other negatives that can also be
placed during the Gurghiu-Mureş campaign
such as Ba 532 (Meșter de fluiere din Hodac /
Flute craftsman from Hodac), which shows
a peasant testing a flute typical of the area,38
Ba 565 (La târg /At the fair), and Ba 574 (La
târg / At the Fair), which, if we are to take
in consideration costume description, show

the same Reghin fair (Fig. 12).
This enumeration is of particular interest for the history of sociological research
in Romania. In her study on Bauh published
in 2015, Sanda Golopenţia states that the
film documenting this campaign is yet to be
found. The research carried out here proves
that some of the photographs taken by Bauh
in the Gurghiu region have survived in the
museum archive. Identifying a whole series
within the BA negative collection and extending it with prints from the MAP collections makes the pilot project for the online platform of the MȚR image archive a
relevant contribution to the historiography
of sociological research between 1936 and
1947.
The publication history of Ba 558 (Fig. 9),
showing a woman softening hemp or flax
fibers, also makes a case for the inclusion
of this negative in the Gurghiu series. Published in the O.N.T. magazine on the back
cover on June 13, 1947, the photograph is
not signed. The subject of Ba 558 suggests
that it might be the photograph that Bauh
exhibited at the 1955 exhibition Leliţa moaie
cânepa [Peasant woman retting hemp] or
a similar one. The fact that this particular
photograph was published in June 1947,
coupled with ethnographic details that place
the women’s attire in the Gurghiu-Mureş
area, suggests that Ba 558 was taken dur-

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Ba602

Ba550

Ba558
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37) “78. A. Golopen]ia
c\tre D. Gusti (letter
fragment from August
14, 1945)” (Golopen]ia
2012, vol. III: 457).

38) Ethnomusicologist
Sa[a Liviu Stoianovici
identified the
instrument as a caval, a
wind instrument typical
to the area.

Viviana Iacob

39) In Michael Ilk’s
catalogue (2011) this
photography has a
different dating (no. 6
in the catalogue, 19291936).

40) Michael Ilk provides
a second title for this
photograph, namely
The Last Cry (no. 5 in
the catalogue). The title
is also used by Yves
di Maria. The date is
similar in both cases. Ilk
also mentions that this
particular photograph
was exhibited at an
event organized by
the Association of
Art Photographers
in Romania in
1954. Although this
information is not
correct, Ilk probably
refers to the 1957
international exhibition.
This event seems to
confuse all existing
narratives about Bauh.
Gheorghe Retegan, for
example, talks about
a last “international
photography
exhibition”, but it is
unclear if he refers to
the 1955 or the 1957
event. See Rostás
(2006: 387).

41) For a discussion
on Romania’s
affiliation to FIAP, see
B\dic\ (2012: 47-54).

Fig. 10
Ba521

ing the first campaign in 1945, a temporal
placement that one cannot make in the case
of other negatives from this series.
For example, Ba 554, The Reghin Fair
(Fig. 3, left) graced the back cover of the
O.N.T. magazine Turismul Popular [Tourism for the People], on September 4, 1948.
The publication date in this case indicates a
wider time frame which must include both
the 1945 and the 1947 campaigns in the Gurghiu region. From the documents we have
today at our disposal, it seems that most locations documented during the 1945 Gurghiu
campaign were revisited in 1947, placing the
negatives in the BA collection (with the exception of Ba 558) anytime between August
10, 1945 and the end of September 1947.
Peasant woman retting hemp and Peasant from Argeş / Furrow from Furrow
show a history of publication and exhibiting that extends after 1947, displaying outcomes of interwar sociological research at a time when the discipline as
such was taboo (Bosomitu 2017). After
Patria Noastră, the following event Bauh
took part in was the first International
Photography Exhibition organized in Bucharest after the war. It took place in October 1957 and gathered representatives from
38

Ba527

forty-eight countries. Bauh was a member
of the jury. He exhibited four photographs:
(416) Transparenţe [Transparencies] (also
featured in the auction catalogue put together by collector Yves di Maria and dated
1929-1934),39 (417) Apele au fost otrăvite
[The waters have been poisoned] (featured
in the same catalogue with the same dates),40
(418) Ca-n basme [From Fairytales], and
(419) Tocmeala [The Bargain]. This event
points yet again to the imperative of taking
context into consideration when looking at
Bauh’s work. In 1957 Bauh published his
well-known photography album, Bucureşti.
I would like to suggest a connection between
the two projects. It is informed by practices
employed by the communist regime in its cultural diplomacy program: both the exhibition
and the album were meant to improve the
country’s image in the post-1956 international context. Such an event (the exhibition took
place with the support of the International
Federation for Photographic Art, FIAP)41 was
usually accompanied by books or brochures
that could advertise the country’s progressive
regime. Bucureşti was most probably an official commission and should be seen therefore
in tandem with the international photography
exhibition.

Fig. 11
Ba579

Fig. 12
Ba565

Ba532

Ba574
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Fig. 13
Ba563

42) The magazine
România literar\
(1939, no. 29). The
photograph is not
signed but this is not
unusual for Bauh’s
work. This vista of
Balchik seems to be
part of a series of
back covers that show
autumn landscapes.
Back covers for issues
nos 28 (Troi]\ pe
drumul F\g\ra[ului /
Wooden cross on the
F\g\ra[ Road),
30 (Peisaj de toamn\
/ Autumn landscape)
and 31 (Cad fruzele....
/ Leaves falling…)
might also be Bauh’s.

43) România Literar\
(1939, year 1, no.
4: 28).

44) For the following
issue (România Literar\
1939, no. 5), Bauh
signs both covers. The
back cover is entitled
Spring in Balchik. The
shadow of a nearby
tree frames a closed
window on a wall; a
frame within a frame.

45) The photograph
was valued by Ives di
Maria in 2013 between
800 and 1,200 €.

The history of publication, corroborated
with the cultural and ideological contexts
of the interwar and post-war years, place
Bauh’s negatives from the BA collection
within a chronology that can indicate the
1938-1961 period as a larger time frame.
Most negatives in the collection are still impossible to date and place, allowing for an
approximation at best.
For example, Ba 563 (Vânzător de usturoi
la târg / A man selling garlic at the fair) (Fig.
13) was published in România, a magazine
headed by Cezar Petrescu’s, in November
1938, as part of a collage. This photograph
might belong to a series that shows urban
landscapes. Such is the case of Ba 572 and
Ba 576 (both illustrating the Bucharest Fair/
Târgul Moșilor), as well as Ba 567 showing flower girls on the Magheru Boulevard
(today the square demarcated by the National Theatre and the Intercontinental Hotel). Although it is hard to pinpoint a year,
these three photographs (Fig. 14) have been
located in Bucharest by architect Costin
Gheorghe. Negative Ba 592 (Drum de iarnă
/ Winter trail) was probably taken during
the 1939/1940 winter. For example, in two
consecutive issues of the magazine România
Literară, in January 1940 (nos 39 and 40),
Bauh published two such winter vistas.
Another photograph published in România Literară42 is Ba 580. Printed on the back
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cover, it is entitled Toamnă in Balcic. This is
not the only photograph from the region; an
earlier issue shows women wearing şalvari.43
In the BA collection there is one negative
that clearly shows women wearing the same
type of garb, namely Ba 584 (Femei stând de
vorbă / Women talking).44
The work carried out by collector Michael
Ilk’s has been taken as a guide for further research for a number of negatives from the
BA collection. One such example is Ba 599
(Oi păscând / Sheep grazing). It could be
argued that a similar negative was used to
create the advertising project exhibited at
the International Exhibition of Contemporary Photography in 1936 (Musée des Arts
Décoratifs, Pavillon de Marsan, Paris, 16.011.03.1936, cat. No. 105) entitled Evolution,
Sheep, and Wool. Ilk dates this project within the 1930-1934 time frame,45 which would
indicate that Ba 599 was created prior to
Bauh’s return to Romania. Another photograph for which the BA collection holds the
negative is Ba 569. Entitled The Last Way in
the catalogue dedicated to the photographer
by Michael Ilk, it probably shows a wake.
Ilk dates the photograph between 1937 and
1946.46 However, the subject of the photograph indicates that this might have been a
commission with an ethnographic end and
therefore it could be placed in a time frame
that reflects Bauh’s work with the Gusti
School, namely 1938 to 1947. The same
could be said of Ba 556, Procession for Rain
in Ilk’s catalogue.47
Reproduction no. 116 in Ilk’s album is
yet another example where the publication
of a Bauh print illuminates the history of
the negative. Entitled Portret de dorobanţ48
[Portrait of a peasant soldier], the portrait
is placed by Ilk within a very short time
frame: 1937-1938. This particular print is
however a smaller frame of Ba 545 (Bărbat
purtând căciulă / Man wearing a fur hat).
The wider frame shows two other men in
the background and links the photography
to another negative from the BA collection,
namely Ba 553 (Zi de sărbătoare / Holy day)
and Bauh’s ethnographic commissions.
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The few cases discussed above show the
opportunities offered by a perspective that
proposes to look at Bauh’s photographs as
cultural artefacts. This is by no means a comprehensive study, the examples discussed
here are but an attempt to open up avenues
of research that extend beyond looking at
ethnographic photography as illustration or
documentation.
The current research of black and white
photographic negatives by Aurel Bauh is
an attempt to both uncover much needed
information and to connect it to areas of
scholarly interest outside the purview of
ethnographic queries. Aurel Bauh’s work
bridges several areas of study that are relevant for recent cultural history in Romania.
His work points to a number of instances
and contexts that can shed light not only
on the history of sociological research during interwar Romania but also on the local
history of photography. Bauh’s life and work
also make for an excellent case study of an
artist tackling his own ideological affinities
in historical contexts that were constantly
unfavourable. In the interwar years his
identity posed a serious threat to the life he
was able to build in Bucharest. During the
Stalinist period his aesthetics proved lacking
when pitted against the new goals the regime
had set for the photographic art. Although

not entirely successful, Bauh does manage to navigate the ideological fluctuations
characterizing Romanian cultural history in
the first half of the twentieth century. Furthermore, a study of Bauh’s work as it connects to several institutional contexts illuminates the study of movable heritage from
the interwar and communist period into
post-communism.
The publication of Aurel Bauh collection as the pilot project that launches MȚR’s
online Ethnological Archive addresses the
need to discuss the role this heritage might
play in uncovering the recent past. The digital medium can trigger a physical turn.49 By
bringing to the forefront forgotten objects,
online archives show the potential such artefacts have for a democratic and inclusive
approach towards a better understanding
of the recent past. In this respect the publication of Bauh’s work, interconnected with
nineteen other collections from the MȚR
archive, is a means to open a public conversation not only on issues such as the history of photography or that of sociology in
Romania but also on matters such as conservation, digitization, and digital curation
practices, all the while facilitating object
identification across national and international heritage institutions.
Fig. 14

Ba576

Ba572

Ba567
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46) Ilk 2011 (cat. no.
119, dim 11.5x16.6,
1937-1946).

47) Ilk 2011 (cat. no.
120, dim 24x17.8,
1937-1946).

48) Ilk 2011 (cat. no.
116, dim 23.9x17.9,
1937-1946).

49) On value enhanced
by digital collections,
see Bertacchini and
Morando (2013).
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